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The modern living spaces are defined by the use of light in the 
building. The elegant sliding doors and glass staircase pour 
light on to the beautifully honed Goss Apollo limestone tiling.

Below: A sample technical drawing of a bathroom illustrates the 
level of planning and detail that goes into every single room.

The elegant outdoor pool and living area is defined by the generous use of honed Goss Apollo limestone inset with mood 
lighting and contrasted by American walnut diving board and feature areas.
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                                         Private residence Mallorca
           Built in conjunction with PH Mallorca 
& Stephenson Bell Architects
We like to collaborate with other companies, this is part of 
what we do. We share our expertise of natural stone and 
provide companies with the best quality and service. PH 
Mallorca is a one of those companies. They are a subsidiary of 
PH Property Holdings Ltd, a highly successful residential and 
commercial property developer established in the UK since 
1993. PH Property Holdings has been building some of the 
finest residential homes in the UK for almost fifteen years and 
has now extended its operations to Mallorca. Established in 
2006 PH Mallorca opened an office in Port Andratx in 2007 
and has commenced development of some of the most 
exclusive villas in the Mediterranean.

They have acquired thirteen individual plots in the exclusive 
Port Andratx area of Mallorca. Over the next few years these 
plots will be transformed into some of the most prestigious 
villas in the world. However for the fortunate few there is 
an opportunity to work with them and create a villa to your 
very own design and specification. This is where we come 
in and provide a completely tailored design service advising 
and assisting from stone choice and surface finish through to 
project management and installation.

A spectacular contemporary villa recently completed by 
PH Mallorca in the heart of La Mola one of Port Andratx’s 
most exclusive residential enclaves. Designed around the 
breathtaking pool and outdoor living space we were able to 
provide all the natural marble and stone for this stunning light 
and airy home that provides superb family accommodation 
with stunning panoramic views.

The quality is in the detail and that is apparent by the 
beautifully crafted kitchen and bathrooms. These living spaces 
incorporate seamless flooring which continues from inside to 
outside in stunning honed Goss Apollo limestone.
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Contemporary living spaces with Goss Apollo limestone wall 
and floor tiling throughout the whole ground and first floor.
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Goss Marble 
Unit 25-26 | Waters Meeting Industrial Park | Britannia Way | Bolton | BL2 2HH

Telephone 0845 400 4677 | Facsimile 0845 500 4677
Email enquiry@gossmarble.co.uk

www.gossmarble.co.uk
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